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Abstract
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The core promoter of eukaryotic genes is the minimal DNA region that recruits the basal transcription
machinery to direct efficient and accurate transcription initiation. The fraction of human and yeast
genes that contain specific core promoter elements such as the TATA box and the initiator (INR)
remains unclear and core promoter motifs specific for TATA-less genes remain to be identified. Here,
we present genome-scale computational analyses indicating that ∼76% of human core promoters
lack TATA-like elements, have a high GC content, and are enriched in Sp1 binding sites. We further
identify two motifs - M3 (SCGGAAGY) and M22 (TGCGCANK) - that occur preferentially in
human TATA-less core promoters. About 24% of human genes have a TATA-like element and their
promoters are generally AT-rich; however, only ∼10% of these TATA-containing promoters have
the canonical TATA box (TATAWAWR). In contrast, ∼46% of human core promoters contain the
consensus INR (YYANWYY) and ∼30% are INR-containing TATA-less genes. Significantly,
∼46% of human promoters lack both TATA-like and consensus INR elements. Surprisingly,
mammalian-type INR sequences are present - and tend to cluster - in the transcription start site (TSS)
region of ∼40% of yeast core promoters and the frequency of specific core promoter types appears
to be conserved in yeast and human genomes. Gene Ontology analyses reveal that TATA-less genes
in humans, as in yeast, are frequently involved in basic “housekeeping” processes, while TATAcontaining genes are more often highly regulated, such as by biotic or stress stimuli. These results
reveal unexpected similarities in the occurrence of specific core promoter types and in their associated
biological processes in yeast and humans and point to novel vertebrate-specific DNA motifs that
might play a selective role in TATA-independent transcription.
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1. Introduction
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Accurate transcription initiation of eukaryotic genes requires a DNA region, referred to as the
core promoter, which includes the transcription start site (TSS) and immediately flanking
sequences. Most eukaryotic genes, including all protein-coding genes, are transcribed by RNA
polymerase II (RNAPII) and are referred to as class II genes. Class II core promoters generally
extend from ∼40 base pairs (bp) upstream (-40) to ∼40 bp downstream (+40) of the TSS (+1)
and contain different combinations of various functional DNA motifs referred to as core
promoter elements. These core promoter elements direct the recruitment and assembly of the
class II basal/general transcription factors (TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF and TFIIH)
and RNAPII into a functional pre-initiation complex (PIC) at the TSS and thus determine the
intrinsic “basal” (i.e., unregulated) transcription activity of the core promoter (Roeder, 1998).
The specific core promoter sequence also influences the transcriptional response of a given
gene to particular enhancers and gene-specific transcription regulators. Thus, the information
contained within the DNA sequence of the core promoter is critical for the proper regulation
of gene-selective transcription in eukaryotes albeit via mechanisms that remain poorly
understood (Smale and Kadonaga, 2003).
Class II core promoter elements have been best characterized in metazoan genes. They include:
(i) the TATA box located at -30 relative to the TSS (+1), which is directly bound by the TATAbinding protein (TBP) subunit of the TFIID complex; (ii) the initiator (INR) element located
at, or immediately adjacent to, the TSS, which is recognized by the TBP-associated factors
TAF1 and TAF2 of the TFIID complex; (iii) the TFIIB recognition element (BRE) immediately
flanking the TATA box and directly bound by TFIIB; and (iv) the downstream promoter
element (DPE) centered at +30 downstream of the TSS, which is recognized by the TFIID
subunits TAF6 and TAF9 (see Fig.1 for consensus sequences). Additional less extensively
characterized core promoter sequences downstream of the TSS of specific viral and metazoan
genes have been reported to influence core promoter activity and appear to be also recognized
by TFIID/TAFs (Smale and Kadonaga, 2003;Lim et al., 2004;Deng and Roberts, 2005;Lewis
et al., 2005;Lee et al., 2005; and references therein). Notably, none of the core promoter
elements identified thus far is ubiquitous or universally required for transcription.
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In yeast, core promoters still remain poorly characterized and, except for the TATA box (which
in S. cerevisiae is generally located between -40 and -120 relative to the TSS), the other
metazoan core promoter elements are generally thought to be absent. Nevertheless, specific
DNA sequences have long been known to determine the position of the TSS in a small number
of yeast genes and include the purine (R)-rich consensus sequence RRYRR, where the
underlined pyrimidine corresponds to the initiation site, and the consensus sequence TCRA,
where either C and/or R are the initiation sites (Chen and Struhl, 1985;Hahn et al., 1985; Mosch
et al., 1992; Hampsey, 1998;Smale and Kadonaga, 2003). More recently, an extended A-rich
consensus sequence A(A-rich)5NYA(A/T)NN(Arich)6 has been derived from a 5’-SAGE
analysis of TSSs in 2231 yeast genes (Zhang and Dietrich, 2005). Although these sequences
have been referred to as yeast “initiators”, their incidence in core promoters genome-wide is
unclear and they are thought to function differently from metazoan INR elements (reviewed
in Smale and Kadonaga, 2003). Here we use the term initiator (INR) to refer exclusively to the
mammalian consensus INR sequence YYANWYY. Significantly, as in higher eukaryotes,
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yeast TAFs are important for core promoter-dependent transcription regulation, suggesting the
existence of still unidentified TAF-dependent core promoter motifs in yeast (Green, 2000).
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The binding of TBP/TFIID to the core promoter is a critical step in stable PIC assembly.
Accordingly, a widely accepted model for PIC assembly at class II promoters involves the
direct binding of TBP to the -30 region as an essential (and generally first) step in PIC assembly,
which nucleates the recruitment of the other general/basal factors and ultimately RNAPII. In
this model TBP-DNA interactions are essential for PIC assembly whether or not a TATA box
is present, which is supported by the fact that TBP binds specifically and in a functional manner
to a wide variety of DNA sequences that significantly diverge from the canonical TATA box
sequence TATAAA (Hahn et al., 1989;Singer et al., 1990;Wobbe and Struhl, 1990;Wiley et
al., 1992;Zenzie-Gregory et al., 1993;Aso et al., 1994;Kraus et al., 1996;Weis and Reinberg,
1997;Patikoglou et al., 1999). The binding of TBP to various TATA sequences induces a
dramatic DNA bend (Patikoglou et al., 1999) and is stabilized by cooperative interactions with
TFIIB and TFIIA, which contact flanking DNA, and with TAFs, which interact with the INR
and other downstream core promoter elements (reviewed in Hahn, 2004).
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The universality of this model, however, and more specifically the essential role of TBP-DNA
interactions in PIC assembly, has been challenged by in vitro transcription experiments in
mammalian systems indicating that the TATA-binding activity of TBP is dispensable, while
TAFs are essential for basal and activated transcription from an INR-dependent “TATA-less”
core promoter (Martinez et al., 1994;1995). Furthermore, basal transcription from both
mammalian and Drosophila TATA-less core promoters requires additional cofactors distinct
from TAFs/TFIID and the general transcription factors (Martinez et al., 1998;Willy et al.,
2000). Thus, TATA-less core promoters that lack AT-rich sequences in the -30 region and do
not stably bind TBP are likely to assemble PICs via alternative pathways and to be regulated
by distinct mechanisms (Smale and Kadonaga, 2003). However, the number of such bona fide
TATA-less genes remains unclear in eukaryotic genomes.
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Computational analyses of 205 experimentally-defined core promoters and 1941 putative core
promoter regions in Drosophila indicated that about 43% and 33.9%, respectively, contain the
TATA box consensus sequence TATAAA or a sequence matching 5 out of the 6 consensus
nucleotides, while about 67% contained the Drosophila INR element (Kutach and Kadonaga,
2000; Ohler et al., 2002). This suggested for the first time the low frequency of TATA elements
and the relative abundance of INR-containing promoters in the Drosophila genome.
Interestingly, recent analyses of Saccharomyces genomes also revealed that the canonical
TATA box (TATAWAWR) is present in ∼20% of yeast genes (Basehoar et al., 2004)
suggesting that specific transcription initiation at most yeast promoters might rely on other as
yet unidentified core promoter elements.
Similar studies of the frequency of the TATA box in human promoters have yielded apparently
conflicting results. Analyses of ∼1800 experimentally characterized promoters in the
eukaryotic promoter database (EPD) indicated that 11.6% (Bajic et al., 2003), 21.8%
(Gershenzon and Ioshikhes, 2005), and 76% (Trinklein et al. 2003) have a TATA box.
However, the EPD database is relatively small and appears “enriched” in TATA-containing
core promoters that are more amenable to experimental TSS mapping techniques (discussed
in Gershenzon and Ioshikhes, 2005). Indeed, analyses of larger databases, including the
database of transcription start sites (DBTSS, Suzuki et al., 2001a,2004), obtained by aligning
the 5’end of full-length cDNAs to the human genome sequence, revealed a more restricted
number of TATA-containing genes, although the actual percentages still varied greatly
between studies - i.e., 2.6% (Fitzgerald et al., 2004), 10.4% (Gershenzon and Ioshikhes,
2005), 11-17% (Kimura et al., 2006;Jin et al., 2006), and up to 64% (Trinklein et al. 2003).
Studies on the frequency of other core promoter elements in human genes also varied. One
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study found no preferential positioning for the consensus INR and DPE sequences in 13,010
human promoters (Fitzgerald et al., 2004), while two more recent studies found 49-63% INRcontaining promoters, 22-25% BRE-containing promoters, and 12-25% DPE-containing
promoters (Gershenzon and Ioshikhes, 2005;Jin et al., 2006).
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Here, in an attempt to address some of the ambiguities noted above, we performed genomescale computational analyses of human core promoters in the UCSC GoldenPath (15,685
genes) and DBTSS (10,271 genes) databases and compared the annotated biological functions
of human genes with different core promoter structures. In contrast to previous analyses, we
searched human core promoters both with the canonical 8-mer TATA consensus sequence
(TATAWAWR) and with a list of 532 different 8-mer TATA-like elements that fit the structural
definition of the TATA-TBP interface (Patikoglou et al., 1999) and most often occur at -30 in
human core promoters. Our results are consistent with and extend previous observations on
the frequency of TATA elements in human core promoters and further identify DNA motifs
selectively enriched in TATA-less core promoters. In addition, we show that human genes with
distinct core promoter structures, as defined by the presence or absence of TATA and/or INR
elements, tend to control different biological processes. Unexpectedly, elements matching the
metazoan consensus INR sequence also cluster specifically in the TSS region of many yeast
genes suggesting that specific transcription initiation at a large fraction of eukaryotic
promoters, from yeast to human, might involve similar INR elements and thus might be more
conserved than previously thought.

2. Materials and Methods
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The structure of a metazoan class II core promoter indicating the positioning and consensus
sequences of the core promoter elements analyzed here is shown in Fig.1. Promoter regions
from -2000 to +2000 relative to the TSS (+1) of all the annotated human genes were retrieved
from the UCSC GoldenPath database (http://genome.ucsc.edu/downloads.html, version May,
2004). Redundant entries were randomly removed yielding 15,685 human gene promoters,
which were used for the analyses of Fig. 2. Human promoter regions (-1000 to +200) were also
retrieved from the DBTSS “database of transcription start sites” (ftp://ftp.hgc.jp/pub/hgc/db/
dbtss/) and redundant entries were randomly removed yielding 10,271 human gene promoters,
which were used in Figures 3-7. Promoter regions (-500 to +500) of S. cerevisiae (6165 genes)
and S. pombe (5095 genes) were retrieved from the NCBI database (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/
Genomes/). Drosophila promoter regions for all genes in the NCBI database (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/map_search.cgi?taxid=7227) were retrieved and redundant
entries removed yielding 13,923 promoters. The top strand of all promoter regions were
searched with the Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) algorithm (Cormen et al., 1992) for consensus
sequences within the windows indicated in each figure. The consensus sequences included the
mammalian INR (YYANWYY), the BRE (SSRCGCC), the DPE (RGWCGTG), the canonical
TATA box sequence TATAWAWR (TATA-8) (Smale and Kadonaga, 2003), and a more
degenerate consensus sequence (TATA-532) which corresponds to HWHWWWWR - 576
sequences best matching the statistical and structural/functional definition of the TATA box
(Bucher, 1990;Wobbe and Struhl, 1990;Patikoglou et al., 1999) - minus 44 specific sequences
(see Fig.1B) that were excluded based on either functional studies (Wobbe and Struhl, 1990),
their tendency to form “rigid” non-functional sequences (e.g., A-/T-tracts), similarities/overlap
with INR sequences (i.e., containing CANA/T), and because they did not specifically cluster
at - 30 in human core promoters (data not shown). The frequency of occurrence in the -100/
+50 promoter region of the selected TATA-532 elements (divided into 4 groups according to
their frequency, see supplementary Fig. S4) correlated with their specific positioning
(clustering) at - 30. The most frequent groups of TATA-532 elements were also the most
“specifically enriched” at -30 (data not shown). As another measure of specificity, the
frequency of TATA-532 elements in the 10,271 non-redundant human core promoter regions
Gene. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2007 August 27.
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(-80/+80) from DBTSS was found to be significantly higher than in 10,271 “randomized” -80/
+80 human promoter sequences (i.e., ∼24% versus ∼10.9%). Thus, the TATA-532 elements
should include the most frequent/favored TATA sequences for TBP binding although they
represent only a subset (∼9%) of all possible 8-mer sequences that can, theoretically, expose
a minor groove surface complementary/permissive to the underside of the TBP molecular
saddle (see Patikoglou et al., 1999). Consensus DNA motifs highly conserved between human,
mouse, rat, and dog promoters (Xie et al., 2005), were searched in human core promoters that
were separated into four different categories according to the presence or absence of TATA-532
and INR elements (see Fig. 6 legend).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Distinct GC/AT content profiles for human TATA-containing and TATA-less promoters
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Human promoters are known to have a high GC content around the TSS (Majewski and Ott,
2002;Kel-Margoulis et al., 2003;Aerts et al., 2004), which is in accord with the fact that most
mammalian promoters are located within CpG islands (Gardiner-Garden and Frommer,
1987;Larsen et al., 1992;Yamashita et al., 2005;Saxonov et al., 2006). This is also illustrated
here by the average GC/AT content profile of 15,685 human promoter regions in the UCSC
GoldenPath database (Fig. 2A). The average GC content monotonically increases from ∼45%
at position -2000 to ∼60% GC at +1 and then decreases back to ∼45% at +2000. Within the
narrower -250 to +250 region surrounding the TSS, the GC content varies between ∼55% and
60% (Fig. 2B). In order to address whether the GC content profile of human core promoters
differs between TATA-containing and TATA-less genes, a promoter region surrounding the
TSS (i.e., -100 to +50) for each of the non-redundant 15,685 genes present in the UCSC
database was searched for the presence of one of 532 different “TATA-like” sequences (see
Fig. 1B and Materials and Methods). This yielded 10,608 (68%) TATA-less genes and 5077
(32%) TATA-containing genes. Analysis of the distribution of the TATA-532 elements in the
UCSC database revealed, as expected, a clustering specifically at -30 (data not shown; see Fig.
3A for a profile in the DBTSS database). The GC/AT content profile within the -250 to +250
region for both groups of genes was analyzed as above. Interestingly, the GC/AT content profile
of TATA-containing promoters is significantly different from that of TATA-less promoters.
On average the upstream promoter region (-250 to +1) of TATA-containing genes has a
relatively high AT content (∼54%) which decreases to ∼50% downstream of the TSS (Fig.
2C). In contrast, both the upstream and downstream promoter regions of TATA-less genes
have a high GC content (∼60%, Fig. 2D) and an average GC/AT distribution similar to the
profile of “total” human genes (compare Fig. 2D to 2B), consistent with the above results
indicating that a majority of human genes are TATA-less. Interestingly, the average GC/AT
content profile of human TATA-containing promoters is similar to the overall profile of
Drosophila promoters, which are known to be AT-rich (see supplementary Fig. S1). It is
important to note that human TATA-containing promoters are AT-rich selectively upstream
of the TSS and of the window used for the TATA-532 search (-100 to +50), suggesting a
potential functional significance to the AT-richness. Furthermore, analysis of a select group
of TATA-containing genes (interferon, interleukin, and related genes) from the
experimentally-annotated EPD database confirmed the AT richness and GC/AT content
asymmetry on the level of individual TATA-containing genes (supplementary Fig. S2). These
results reveal for the first time an asymmetry in the GC/AT content profile of most human
TATA-containing promoters, which could potentially serve as a “signature” for in silico
recognition of this type of promoter. The functional relevance of AT-rich promoters is unknown
but it is of interest to note that “rigid” DNA sequences, including poly(dA-dT) tracts
incorporate poorly into nucleosomes (Kunkel and Martinson, 1981;Shimizu et al., 2000) and
that a low nucleosome density is a common feature of many yeast promoters, which are ATrich (Lee et al., 2004;Sekinger et al., 2005;Yuan et al., 2005).
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3.2 Frequency profiles of core promoter elements in human and yeast promoters
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To further address the frequency distribution of TATA, INR, BRE and DPE elements in human
and yeast promoters, we analyzed the 10,271 non-redundant human genes in the well-annotated
DBTSS database and the complete set of genes from S. cerevisiae and S. pombe in the NCBI
database. Indeed, comparative distribution and clustering analyses of TATA and INR elements
indicated that the annotation of human TSSs in the DBTSS database is generally more accurate
than in the UCSC GoldenPath database (see supplementary Fig. S3).
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We first analyzed the frequency distribution of TATA-532 elements and of the canonical
TATA consensus sequence TATAWAWR (TATA-8) in human promoters in DBTSS from
-250 to +150 relative to the TSS. As shown in Fig. 3A, both TATA-532 and TATA-8 elements
most often occur and tightly cluster at -30, as expected. However, there are obvious differences
in the frequency profiles. While TATA-8 elements are rarely found outside -30, the TATA-532
sequences occur with a frequency that increases gradually towards more distal positions and
preferentially in the upstream promoter region (between -80 and -250). Furthermore, the
number of TATA-532 sequences between -15 and -45 is ∼10 times higher than the number of
TATA-8 elements, indicating that human TATA-containing genes rarely use the canonical
TATA box sequence TATAWAWR (see also supplementary Fig. S4, and below). Similar
analyses of the TATA-8 consensus in yeast promoter regions revealed a significant frequency
of occurrence of TATA-8 elements over an extended upstream promoter region (from -250 to
+1) in both S. pombe and S. cerevisiae (Fig. 3B and C, top panel). This drastically contrasts
with human promoters and correlates with the higher AT content of yeast intergenic/promoter
regions (Dujon, 1996). TATA-8 sequences were found most frequently within the -20 to -150
region in S. cerevisiae, consistent with previous observations (Basehoar et al., 2004).
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We noted two peaks of increased TATA-8 frequency in the promoter regions of both S.
pombe (at about -45 and -135) and S. cerevisiae (at about -45 and -125). We reasoned that this
might be due to the fact that almost half of the S. cerevisiae genes in the NCBI database do not
have a well-defined TSS; in these genes the annotated +1 corresponds to the first nucleotide
(nt) of the open reading frame (i.e., of the ATG) which might reside at a significant distance
downstream of the true TSS. To address this, we separated all S. cerevisiae genes into those
that contain an ATG at +1 and those that do not, and repeated the TATA-8 frequency profile
analysis. As shown in Fig. 3C, S. cerevisiae promoters for which the annotated +1 is not an
ATG - and thus more likely corresponds to the true TSS - only the -45 peak of TATA-8 elements
was observed (middle panel) while only the -135 peak was observed in promoter regions where
+1 corresponds to the ATG (bottom panel). Interestingly, in both groups of promoters the
occurrence of TATA-8 elements abruptly drops at +1 and remains low in downstream
sequences (+1 to +150) in both S. cerevisiae and S. pombe genes, thus revealing a sharp
boundary of potential functional significance.
The frequency profile of the mammalian INR consensus element was analyzed as above in the
promoter region of human, Drosophila, and yeast genes. As shown in Fig. 4A, we found a
marked position bias for the INR at the TSS (+1) region of human promoters. Drosophila
promoters also displayed the same position bias for the mammalian INR (Fig. 4B).
Unexpectedly, sequence elements matching the mammalian INR consensus were also found
most frequently in the +1 region of both S. cerevisiae and S. pombe promoters (Fig. 4C and
D). Interestingly, in S. cerevisiae the INR had a position bias at +1 in “non-ATG start site”
promoters (Fig. 4D, middle panel) and at about -3 in promoters where +1 corresponds to the
ATG (bottom panel). The latter observation suggests that a significant number of S.
cerevisiae transcripts may have a very short 5’ UTR, which is consistent with a recent study
indicating that the 5’ UTR of many yeast genes (including many ribosomal protein genes) are
less than 15 nt in length (David et al., 2006). This unexpected genome-wide position bias of
mammalian-type INR sequences in yeast core promoters strongly suggests a possible
Gene. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2007 August 27.
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functional conservation and contrasts with the broader distribution of the TATA box in yeast
core promoters. While functional assays will be needed to directly verify the role of these INR
sequences in the transcription of yeast genes, we note that the “mammalian” INR consensus
sequence YYANWYY - which is conserved in Drosophila (Fig. 4B) - is similar to both the
TCRA consensus motif and, on the opposite strand, the bi-directional RRYRR motif, which
have been found to function in TSS positioning in specific yeast promoters (Hahn et al.,
1985; Mosch et al., 1992). Furthermore, a mammalian-like INR element (TCACTgC) has been
described previously in the core promoter of the yeast Gal80 gene and has been shown to
function in a TATA-independent manner (Sakurai et al., 1994). Thus, all of these previously
identified yeast “initiator” motifs (TCRA, RRYRR, TCACTgC) may simply be variations of
the classical INR sequence characterized in mammals and flies, suggesting that, just like the
TATA box, the sequence and function of INR elements may have been conserved to a
significant degree from yeast to human. This would be consistent with the structural and
functional conservation in the basal RNAPII transcription machinery, including the established
core promoter-selective role of TAFs in yeast (Green, 2000). It will be of interest to determine
whether, as in metazoans, yeast TAF1 and TAF2 function through the INR or whether the
conservation of the INR sequence in yeast simply reflects a similar sequence preference for
binding and/or initiation by RNAPII. The above results also suggest the possible existence of
two major classes of yeast core promoters: those having a long 5’UTR and a short distance
(∼45 bp) between the TATA and the INR/TSS and those having a short 5’ UTR and a long
distance (∼125 bp) between the TATA box and the INR/TSS. Interestingly, while the median
5’UTR in S. cerevisiae promoters is 68 nt, shorter UTRs tend to be found in “housekeeping”
genes while longer UTRs tend to be associated with more “regulated” genes (David et al.,
2006).
Compared to the TATA and INR results, analyses of the frequency profiles of BRE and DPE
consensus sequences in human and mouse promoters revealed a much lower degree of
specificity in their positioning, including a high background, and a relatively low frequency of
the DPE (supplementary Fig. S5). This may be due in part to the fact that the functional
consensus sequences for BRE and DPE motifs are still poorly defined. We note, however, that
a recent analysis of conserved human and mouse orthologous promoter sequences has
estimated that only ∼12% of human promoters have a DPE, while ∼22% have a BRE (Jin et
al., 2006). We further found that BRE and DPE sequences are largely absent in yeast promoters
(data not shown).
3.3 Frequencies of different core promoter types in human and yeast genomes
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Based on the above analyses of core promoters in human and yeast genes in the DBTSS and
NCBI databases, we estimated the fraction of genes that have various combinations of TATA
and/or INR elements within their core promoter region. Since the range of transcription start
site scattering in human promoters is on average 62 ± 20bp (Suzuki et al, 2001b), a window
from -80 to +80 was selected to search for human genes that have at least one TATA-like
sequence (i.e., one of the TATA-532 elements) but no INR (“TATA only” category); an INR
consensus but no TATA-like sequence (“INR only”); both TATA and INR elements (“TATA
+INR”); and none of these elements (“None” category). As summarized in Fig. 5A, of 10,271
human genes in DBTSS we found that almost half - i.e., 4730 genes (46% of total) - have
neither a TATA-532 sequence nor an INR element and almost one third - i.e., 3107 genes (30%)
- have only INR elements. Thus, the vast majority (∼76%) of human core promoters lack
TATA-like sequences, consistent with the results obtained with the UCSC database (see
Section 3.1). Furthermore, only 865 genes (8%) belong to the “TATA only” category and 1569
genes (15%) have both a TATA-like sequence and an INR element at any position relative to
each other. Surprisingly, only 211 genes (2%) have TATA and INR elements that are positioned
relative to each other in a “synergistic configuration” (O’Shea-Greenfield and Smale, 1992) -
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i.e., the INR positioned 15-30 bp downstream of the TATA sequence (sub-category not
illustrated in Fig. 5A). Thus, many promoters that have both TATA and INR elements within
their -80/+80 region might have several TSSs and core promoter elements functioning
independently or, alternatively, some of the TATA and INR elements might not be functional
and these promoters/genes might belong to another category.
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We found that about half of human promoters/genes in DBTSS (∼46%) have the 7-mer INR
consensus element within their -80/+80 region. This is likely to be a conservative estimate of
INR-containing promoters since certain deviations from the perfect consensus INR are known
to be functional (Javahery et al., 1994) and ∼49% of promoters in DBTSS have been shown
to have an 8-mer INR element as defined by a PWM in a much more restricted TSS region
(Gershenzon and Ioshikhes, 2005). Furthermore, our results indicating that only ∼24% of
human core promoters have TATA-like sequences (∼10% if one considers only the -45/-15
region) - with only ∼10% of these being canonical TATA-8 elements (TATAWAWR) - are
consistent with previous observations indicating that a very small fraction (∼2.6%) of human
promoters have the TATA consensus sequence TATAAAD (Fitzgerald et al., 2004), while
∼10-17% have more degenerate TATA elements as defined by a PWM for the TATA box
(Bucher, 1990;Gershenzon and Ioshikhes, 2005;Jin et al., 2006;Kimura et al., 2006). Moreover,
our observation that both the overall AT content of human promoters (Fig. 2A) and the
occurrence of TATA-532 elements significantly increase upstream of -80 (Fig. 3A), might
explain the high percentage (∼64%) of TATA-containing promoters reported by a previous
study that searched for TAWWWW sequences in a relatively broad (-550/+50) window
(Trinklein et al., 2003). It is also important to note that we have obtained comparable results
with two independent databases (DBTSS and UCSC, see above and section 3.1) and therefore
the scarcity of human TATA-containing core promoters reported here is not a peculiarity of
the annotated database used.
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A similar analysis was performed on the 6165 genes of yeast S. cerevisiae in the NCBI database.
TATA sequences and INR elements were searched within the -150/+1 and -25/+25 promoter
regions, respectively. As expected from the high AT content of yeast promoters, virtually all
(more than 96%) yeast core promoters were found to have at least one of the TATA-532
elements between -150 and +1 (data not shown). However, only ∼24% of yeast promoters
have the canonical TATAWAWR (TATA-8) elements (Fig. 5B), which is consistent with a
previous estimate (Basehoar et al., 2004). In contrast, ∼40% of yeast core promoters have
mammalian-type INR sequences within the -25/+25 TSS region (Fig. 5B), which is similar to
the fraction (∼46%) of human core promoters containing INR elements. This similarity is
unexpected considering the marked differences in overall GC content between human and yeast
promoter regions (50-60% vs. 30-40% GC, respectively). Furthermore, considering the recent
evidence suggesting that yeast genes lacking canonical TATAWAWR elements are
functionally “TATA-less” in vivo (Basehoar et al., 2004), an intriguing conservation in the
proportion of the different core promoter types in yeast and human genomes becomes apparent
(Fig. 5A and B). Altogether, these results suggest the possibility that transcription of most
eukaryotic genes from yeast to human could potentially occur via TATA-independent
pathways and many may utilize a conserved INR element. These results also suggest that
additional core promoter motifs may play a role in specific transcription initiation at a
significant number (∼46%) of human and yeast promoters that lack both TATA and INR
elements.
3.4 DNA sequence motifs that occur preferentially in TATA-less core promoters
A recent study of mammalian promoter regions identified several DNA motifs that are highly
conserved across the human, mouse, rat, and dog genomes (Xie et al., 2005). In order to
determine whether any of these elements could play a role in directing transcription from
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TATA-less promoters, we searched the -250/+150 region of the four categories of human
promoters described in Fig.5A - i.e., “TATA only”, “TATA+INR”, “INR only”, and “None”
categories - with the 11 most highly conserved mammalian consensus motifs (M1 to M11) and
six additional motifs (M14, M16, M21, M22, M30 and M48) that tend to occur preferentially
within the core promoter region (Xie et al., 2005). The number and percentage of genes in each
of the four categories that have at least one of the above 17 motifs within the -250/+150 region
are presented in supplementary Fig. S6. Three motifs were enriched in TATA-less promoters:
the M3 motif corresponding to a consensus ELK-1 binding site (SCGGAAGY), the M6 motif
corresponding to an Sp1 binding motif (GGGCGGR), and M22, a novel motif (TGCGCANK).
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6A, 60.5% of promoters containing M3 (ELK-1), 62.8% of
promoters containing M6 (Sp1), and 70.9% of promoters containing M22 belong to the “None”
category of promoters. These percentages are all significantly higher than the fraction (46.1%)
of total promoters that belong to the “None” category in the human genome (P < 0.05). This
indicates that promoters containing these motifs within the -250/+150 region tend to lack both
TATA and INR elements within their -80/+80 core promoter region. Furthermore, this core
promoter bias is significantly more pronounced for M22 than for M3 (ELK-1) and M6 (Sp1)
motifs (P < 0.05).
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Interestingly, only 19.4% of M22-containing promoters belong to the “INR only” category.
This percentage is significantly lower (P < 0.05) than the 26.3% and 29.6% of M6 (Sp1)- and
M3 (ELK-1)-containing promoters in this category, respectively, and than the overall
occurrence of “INR only” core promoters (30.3%) in the human genome (Fig. 6A, column INR
only). This suggests possible redundant roles of M22 and INR elements at TATA-less
promoters. To further address this, we analyzed the frequency distribution profile of M22 and
the other two motifs in TATA-containing and TATA-less promoters. We found that M3
(ELK-1) and M6 (Sp1) have a position bias at about -20 and -50, respectively, in both TATAcontaining and TATA-less promoters (Fig. 6B and C), in agreement with their global position
bias in the human genome reported by Xie et al. (2005) (-24 and -63, respectively; see
supplementary Fig. S6). In contrast, M22 was found more frequently in the +1 region of TATAless promoters. This preferred positioning of M22 was not observed in TATA-containing
promoters (Fig. 6D) and slightly differs from the global position bias of M22 (-17) in the whole
human genome (Xie et al., 2005). Notably, the occurrence of M22 in TATA-less promoters
decreases sharply downstream of +1, which could reflect a possible function of M22 motifs at
the TSS and would be consistent with the reduced frequency of initiator elements in M22containing TATA-less core promoters. In contrast to the sharp drop off in M22 frequency
downstream of +1, there was a more graded decrease in M22 elements in the upstream region,
which could reflect a prevalence of multiple TSSs among M22-containing TATA-less
promoters. Finally, all three elements enriched in human TATA-less promoters -M3 (ELK-1),
M6 (Sp1) and M22 - are GC-rich and are not found in the promoters of Drosophila or yeast,
which are AT-rich (data not shown).
3.5 Gene Ontology of human genes with different core promoter structures
To determine whether the presence or absence of TATA and/or INR elements correlates with
specific biological functions of the cognate genes, we compared the functions of human genes
in the different core promoter categories using Gene Ontology (GO) (Figure 7). Using high
confidence cut-off values (EASE scores < 0.0001) we found that the most over-represented
genes in each promoter category were associated with specific biological processes that
differed between the distinct categories (Fig. 7A; see supplementary Fig. S7 for the complete
list of genes). For example, the “TATA only” category had a selective enrichment of genes
involved in organogenesis and response to biotic stimuli (including immune- and stressresponse genes), while the “TATA+INR” category of genes having the TATA box 15 to 30
nucleotides upstream of the INR (TATA+INR module) had an over-representation of genes
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involved in nucleosome assembly (e.g., histone genes) and cell adhesion. In contrast, the “INR
only” category was predominantly enriched for genes involved in basic biological processes
such as protein biosynthesis and mRNA processing, while the “None” category was enriched
for genes involved in other basic processes such as intracellular transport, cell growth and
maintenance and protein metabolism. The notion of “TATA only” genes differing from genes
in other core promoter categories was reinforced when a larger number of Biological Processes
(EASE score < 0.001) was compared between the “TATA only” and the “None” categories.
Fig. 6B shows that there were only a few biological processes, such as cell proliferation and
cell cycle, in which the EASE scores of the “TATA only” category were similar to those of
the “None” category. In contrast, there was more overlap in EASE scores between the “INR
only” and the “None” categories (supplementary Fig. S8). Furthermore, when the GO cellular
component was analyzed “TATA only” and “None” categories of genes were most often
associated with the extracellular and intracellular compartments, respectively (supplementary
Fig. S9). Overall, these results indicate that genes containing different core promoter elements
tend to control different biological processes and are consistent with the general notion that
promoters of housekeeping genes in vertebrate organisms are often TATA-less and/or
associated with CpG islands, while cell type-specific or highly regulated genes often have
TATA boxes (Gardiner-Garden and Frommer, 1987;Larsen et al., 1992;Smale and Kadonaga,
2003;Yamashita et al., 2005).
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Kimura et al. (2006) recently estimated that about 52% of human genes have putative
alternative promoters, i.e., clusters of start sites separated by 500 bp or more. For those genes
only one annotated promoter was randomly selected for our data set. Thus, while the percentage
of promoters containing TATA and/or INR elements should not be affected by considering
randomly only one promoter per gene - which is consistent with the similar percentage of
TATA-containing promoters in genes with one or several putative alternative promoters
(Kimura et al., 2006) - it was however unexpected to find such clear differences in our Gene
Ontology (GO) analyses. This suggests that a significant number of genes for some of the GO
functional categories found associated with a specific core promoter type either do not have
alternative promoters or have alternative promoters of the same type. Consistent with the
former possibility, genes associated with the GO terms extracellular region, G-protein coupled
receptor signaling pathway, structural components of the ribosome, and mitochondrion tend
to lack alternative promoters (Kimura et al., 2006). This correlates very well with our results
in Fig. 7 and in Fig. S9 indicating that the clearest distinctions in GO biological terms between
TATA-containing and TATA-less groups correspond to the GO terms extracellular region and
response to external/biotic stimulus (TATA category) and protein biosynthesis, large
ribosomal subunit, and mitochondrion (TATA-less category). Interestingly, these results for
the human genome are also consistent with recent data on S. cerevisiae genes indicating that
TATA-containing genes are generally highly regulated and associated with inducible stressrelated responses, while TATA-less genes have mostly housekeeping functions (Basehoar et
al., 2004).
3.6 Concluding remarks
The results presented here are consistent with and complement previous observations regarding
the frequency of TATA elements in human core promoters, clearly indicating that the vast
majority (∼76%) of human core promoter regions (from -80 to +80 relative to the TSS) not
only lack canonical TATA elements described by the consensus TATAWAWR but also any
of the TATA-like sequences in our TATA-532 list (Fig.1B) which is comprised of elements
that fit the structural definition of the TBP-TATA interaction (Patikoglou et al., 1999) and most
often occur at -30 in human TATA-containing core promoters (Fig. 3A). While a complete
functionally validated list of TBP-binding sites is not available and our TATA-532 sequences
certainly do not represent the totality of sites recognized by TBP, it is worth noting that our
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exact match search with this defined set of TATA-532 elements yields comparable results to
PWM approaches used recently to analyze the DBTSS database (Gershenzon and Ioshikhes,
2005;Kimura et al., 2006) and a set of conserved orthologous human-mouse promoter pairs
(Jin et al., 2006). Indeed, we find that ∼10% of human core promoters in DBTSS have a TATAlike element in the restricted -45/-15 region corresponding to the peak of highest TATA-532
frequency (Fig. 3A), which is comparable to the previous estimates of ∼10% (Gershenzon and
Ioshikhes, 2005), 11-17% (Kimura et al., 2006), and ∼17% (Jin et al., 2006) obtained by
searching similar restricted -30 regions. However, because TSS annotation is not perfect in
DBTSS and since many human promoters have several TSSs (perhaps driven in part by
independent core promoter elements) with an average scattering of ∼62 ±20 nt (Suzuki et al.,
2001b), the random selection of only one TSS per gene and the analysis of narrow -30 windows
could overlook a significant number of functional TATA-like elements. Thus, we consider it
likely that the actual fraction of TATA-containing promoters in the human genome is larger,
and based on our analysis of the -80/+80 core promoter window we estimate it to be in the
range of ∼24%.
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It is important to note that in addition to the sequence of the TATA element, other parameters
affect TBP-DNA interaction in vivo, such as the assembly of DNA into chromatin and
cooperative or negative effects of DNA-binding proteins and TBP-binding factors. Indeed,
TATA sequences are selectively used by TBP in vivo in a manner that does not solely depend
on whether TBP can bind a particular sequence in vitro; for instance, only ∼20% of yeast ATrich promoters appear to depend on a functional TBP DNA-binding surface in vivo (Basehoar
et al., 2004). Thus, while our results, in conjunction with previous studies, suggest the distinct
possibility that TATA-dependent pathways for core promoter recognition might be involved
at only a minority of eukaryotic genes, ultimately a more detailed understanding of genomewide functional TBP-DNA interactions in vivo will be needed to demonstrate this.
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Interestingly, we found that a similar fraction of human and yeast core promoters (∼46% and
∼40%, respectively) have “mammalian-type” INR consensus elements in the TSS region.
Although experiments on a limited number of yeast core promoters support the possible
function of such sequences (Hahn et al., 1985;Sakurai et al., 1994; Kuehner and Brow, 2006),
additional experiments are required to verify their function as bona fide INR elements in the
large fraction of genes identified here and to characterize the mechanisms involved. Our data
nevertheless suggest the intriguing possibility that, just like the TATA box, the INR element
may have been highly conserved during evolution and might control transcription of a
significant fraction of genes in most eukaryotes from yeast to human. Consistent with this, are
the similarities between human and yeast genomes not only in the fraction of genes in the
different core promoter categories but also in the type of biological process associated with
genes in these categories. Indeed, both human and yeast TATA-less genes are most often
involved in basic “housekeeping” processes, while TATA-dependent genes tend to be highly
regulated and responsive to stress and extracellular signals (including developmental stimuli
in humans). This conservation is intriguing considering a recent report indicating that core
promoter types may switch class at a significant rate between different yeast
(Saccharomyces) species - i.e, from TATA-containing to TATA-less and vice versa (Bazykin
and Kondrashov, 2006). The observed conservation described above might thus suggest that
a significant number of yeast genes might not switch core promoter class as frequently as others,
perhaps due to selective pressure. Consistent with this possibility, genes with promoters that
switch class between Saccharomyces species appear to differ from other genes in the same
class by either having a lower level of expression (TATA-less genes) or being less sensitive
to TBP mutations (TATA-containing genes) (Bazykin and Kondrashov, 2006).
Although our results suggest that INR elements may contribute to TATA-independent
transcription from ∼30% of human promoters, the largest category of human core promoters
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(∼46%) appear to lack both TATA and INR sequences. This raises the question as to which
DNA elements recruit and/or position the basal machinery on these promoters. It has long been
known that Sp1 binding sites (i.e., GC-boxes) are often found in TATA-less promoters within
CpG islands and that Sp1 can direct weak transcription initiation from heterogeneous TSSs in
vitro from core promoters that lack both TATA and INR elements (Smale and Kadonaga,
2003). Consistent with this, we found that TATA-less promoters that lack INR elements are
generally enriched in the M6 (Sp1) motif. Our results also suggest that two additional motifs,
M3 (ELK-1) and M22 are also preferentially found in promoters that lack TATA and INR
elements. The M3 motif corresponds to a binding site for transcription regulators of the ETSdomain family of proteins such as ELK-1. In this regard, it is of interest to note that the Nterminal DNA-binding domain of the INR-binding protein IBP39 of Trichomonas vaginalis
adopts a general scaffold structure strikingly similar to that of metazoan ETS-family proteins
that is important for TATA-less promoter function in this ancient eukaryote (Schumacher et
al., 2003). The M22 motif is the most intriguing because it is preferentially located in the TSS/
+1 region of TATA-less promoters and is rarely found in TATA-less promoters that contain
INR elements. The potential role of M22 motifs in regulating TATA-independent transcription
and the identity of M22-binding factors will be worth pursuing.
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In summary, our results suggest a prevalence of INR-containing over TATA-containing
promoters in the human genome, an unexpected conservation of metazoan-type INR consensus
elements in the TSS region of a significant number of yeast promoters, conserved differences
in the biological processes associated with TATA-less and TATA-containing genes in yeast
and humans, and have pointed to novel vertebrate-specific DNA motifs that may play a core
promoter-selective role at human TATA-less promoters.
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Fig 1.
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Structure of the core promoter in eukaryotic genes and sequence of core promoter elements.
(A) The positions in nucleotides (nt) relative to the transcription start site (TSS, +1) are given
for core promoter elements: BRE, TFIIB response element; TATA, TATA box; INR, initiator
element; DPE, downstream promoter element. (B) Consensus sequences of the core promoter
elements used in this study. Key, IUPAC nomenclature.
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Fig 2.

GC/AT content of human promoters. (A) Average GC/AT content profile of 15,685 nonredundant human genes in the UCSC database between -2000 and +2000 relative to the TSS
(+1). (B) GC/AT content profile as in (A) for the narrower region -250 to +250. (C) GC/AT
content profiles as in (B) but for only those human genes in the UCSC database that contain
at least one TATA-532 element between -150 and +50 (5077 genes, ∼32%) as defined in Fig.
1 and the text. (D) As in (C) but for the remaining TATA-less genes (10,608 genes, ∼68%).
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Fig 3.

Distribution of the TATA box in human and yeast promoters. (A) Frequency profile of
TATA-532 elements (top) and the canonical TATA-8 consensus (bottom) within the region
-250 to +150 relative to the TSS (+1) of 10,271 non redundant human genes from the DBTSS
database. (B) Frequency profile of the canonical TATA-8 consensus in the -250 to +150 region
of all genes in S. pombe (5,095 genes) from the NCBI database. (C) Frequency profile of the
canonical TATA-8 consensus in the -250 to +150 region of all genes in S. cerevisiae from the
NCBI database (6165 genes, top), as well as those S. cerevisiae genes that do not contain an
ATG at +1 (3195 genes, middle) and those that do (2970 genes, bottom) (see text for details).
Only the TATA-8 sequences were used for the profile analysis; the TATA-532 search yielded
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no peak. Note the difference in frequency scale on the y-axis between S. cerevisiae and S.
pombe. Bin size is 5 nt.
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Fig 4.

Distribution of INR elements in human, Drosophila and yeast promoters. Frequency profiles
of the mammalian INR (see Fig. 1) in the -100 to +50 region relative to the TSS (+1) of (A)
10,271 human genes from the DBTSS database, (B) 13,923 Drosophila genes from the NCBI
database, (C) 5095 S. pombe genes from the NCBI database and (D) S. cerevisiae genes as
defined in Fig. 3C. Bin size is 3 nt.
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Fig 5.
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Frequencies of the different categories of core promoters in human and yeast genes. (A) Human
promoters (10,271 total) from DBTSS were searched by scanning a 110 nt window within the
-80 to +80 region relative to TSS (+1) for the existence of TATA-532 and INR elements (see
Fig. 1). TATA only, genes with a TATA box but no INR in the -80 to +80 region; TATA+INR,
genes having both TATA and INR at a fixed orientation and distance from each other (TATA
box 15 to 30 nt upstream of the INR, 211 genes, 2.1%) as well as genes with a TATA and INR
in any orientation and spacing within the -80 to +80 region (1358 promoters, 13.2%); INR
only, genes with an INR element but no TATA box; None, genes with neither a TATA box
nor an INR element in the -80 to +80 region. The number (No.) and percent (%) of genes of
each category are given. (B) S. cerevisiae promoters (6165 genes) were searched for the
presence of at least one TATA-8 element in the -150 to +1 region and/or one INR element in
the -25 to +25 region and grouped into different promoter categories as in (A). The number
(No.) and percent (%) of genes in each category are given.
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Fig 6.

Conserved promoter motifs selectively enriched in human TATA-less promoters. (A) The four
categories of human promoters described in Fig. 5 (TATA only, TATA+INR, INR only, and
None) were searched in the -250 to +150 region with the indicated consensus motifs from (Xie
et al., 2005): M6 (an Sp1 binding motif), M3 (an ELK-1 binding motif), and M22 (binding
factor unknown). The percent (%) and number (in parentheses) of genes with the indicated
motifs that belong to each core promoter category are given and compared to all the genes
(All). Frequency profiles of (B) M6 motifs, (C) M3 motifs, and (D) M22 motifs, within the
-250 to +150 region of TATA-containing genes (2434 total) and TATA-less genes (7837 total)
as defined in Fig. 5 are shown with a bin size of 10 nt.
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Fig 7.

Human genes in distinct core promoter categories are associated with different biological
processes. (A) Shown are the most overrepresented Biological Processes from Gene Ontology
(GO, http://www.geneontology.org/) for different core promoter categories: TATA only, INR
only and None as defined in Fig. 5. TATA plus INR (module) is a subset of TATA+INR genes
in which a TATA box is 15 to 30 nt upstream of an INR within the -80 to +80 window (see
text for more details). Given is the percent (and number) of genes in a given promoter category
that fall within a given Biological Process (total number of genes annotated for Biological
Processes in a given promoter category is also indicated), with the corresponding EASE
(Expression Analysis Systematics Explorer) score (http://apps1.niaid.nih.gov/david/; Hosack
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et al., 2003) which uses the upper bound of distribution of jackknife Fisher exact probabilities
to distinguish enriched gene categories with respect to the entire DBTSS database. Shown are
the largest non overlapping gene categories with EASE scores of 0.0001 or lower, that are
specific to a given promoter category. (B) Histogram comparing the EASE scores of GO
Biological Processes of the “TATA only” and “ None” categories. Shown are all categories
for which the EASE score is <0.001 for either category. The Biological Process “energy
derivation by oxidation of organic compounds” is truncated. Bold, Biological Processes shown
in (A). The “INR only” category was not as specifically enriched compared to the “None”
category, except for the Biological processes: Protein biosynthesis mRNA metabolism and
oxidative phosphorylation (see supplementary Fig. S8). See supplementary Fig. S9 for a
comparison of the Cellular Component of “TATA only” v. the “None” genes.
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